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VISIT JEB AT BOOTH # 3017

Basis of Design = JEB
Glass Products
Insulating
Tempering
Heat Soak Testing
Silkscreening
Spandrel
Laminating
®

Invisiwall Products
All Glass Doors
Point-Supported Systems
Canopies
Handrails
Interior Office Fronts
Commercial Shower Doors

RENOVATE

TM

Window Retrofit Technology
or 70XL

½" Argon-Filled Air Space

Meeting your Design
Minimal Roller Wave Distortion
Minimal Bow and Warp
Architectural Support
VISIT US AT THE AIA 2012 NATIONAL CONVENTION AND DESIGN EXPOSITION

P: 800.257.7827 | www.jeberkowitz.com

Exterior Lite
(existing)

Compression
Assembly
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All Ears

hat do architects need from contract glaziers?
That’s a question we asked SOM architect Keith
Boswell this past March during the Glass
Association of North America’s Building
Envelope Contractors conference. Boswell, who
has worked on many glazing-significant, international projects, and who has spoken at many
glass-industry events around the world, was forthcoming in his response: “Earned trust,” he said.
“Each group needs to shoulder their responsibility, probably further than what they have initially
in mind.” (Visit www.glassguides.com and click the
Featured News heading to view the video.)
He told us that architects have a certain visual
aesthetic that they want to get across, and also need
to have “an idea” of how to do the performance.
“When you hit that sweet spot where we
[architects] can speak their [contract glaziers] language intelligently—we’ll never speak it fully—and
they can understand our language intelligently—
maybe not fully—then I think you have the makings of a really great relationship.”
The subject of what architects need from the
glass industry and the architect-contract glazier
relationship is not new. In fact it’s been one we’ve
covered here before. In our November-December
2011 issue we spoke to a number of architects and
contract glaziers for the feature titled “When
Great Minds Come Together.” Those we spoke to
all agreed that combining communication and a
collaborative relationship equaled a recipe for a
successful architect-contract glazier relationship.
So, as the innocent bystander that I am, I must
ask: why is this such a challenge? As children we
were all taught the importance of listening—listen
to your parents, your teachers, etc. Listen so you
understand the assignment. Listen so you don’t
fall and whack your head again. Listen to this
design intent or listen when we say the glass simply will not do what you’re wanting it to do.
This is just my query. I know there will also be
struggles, challenges and frustrations. I also believe
we all want to see more amazing glass architecture.
Glass is an incredible substrate. Let’s all work better
together to find ways to use it more. AGG
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How Guardian SunGuard
helped build a better school.
With light.
Well-daylighted classrooms enhance student performance. That’s
why TowerPinkster selected Guardian SunGuard SuperNeutral 54
on clear for Linden Grove Middle School in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
With 54% visible light transmission, SuperNeutral 54 allows plenty
of natural light into a building. But with a low 0.28 solar heat gain
coefficient, heat gain is minimal. The result: TowerPinkster achieved
natural daylighting in every classroom while keeping energy costs
down. For complete performance data—and other ways Guardian
SunGuard can help you Build With Light—visit SunGuardGlass.com.
Or call 1-866-GuardSG (482-7374).

LINDEN GROVE MIDDLE SCHOOL
KALAMAZOO, MI
ARCHITECT: TowerPinkster
GUARDIAN SELECT FABRICATOR:
Trulite Glass & Aluminum Solutions
GLAZIER: Architectural Glass and Metal
GLASS: SunGuard SuperNeutral 54

© 2012 Guardian Industries Corp.
SunGuard® and Build With Light® are trademarks of Guardian Industries Corp.

Please order glass samples for accurate color evaluation.

VISIT US AT THE AIA 2012 NATIONAL CONVENTION AND DESIGN EXPOSITION
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Three PNC Plaza.
Architect: Doug Gensler,
Principal, Gensler
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this envelope
saved time
Close on time with Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope.™

According to a study by the U.S. Department of Commerce, the
construction industry has suffered significant productivity declines
since the 1960s, while all other non-farm industries have seen large boosts
in productivity. Why? Fear of change? At Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope ™
positive change is part of our DNA. More than a decade ago, we
began to design, engineer, manufacture and manage all aspects of the

1-866-OLDCASTLE (653-2278), oldcastlebe.com.

Due to the complex nature of
the curtain wall treatments,
Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
first designed and engineered
the systems, then tested their
performance using 3-D
simulation programs, allowing
the design team to ensure
that key performance metrics
were achieved.

See us at the AIA Convention, booth #825.

Origami by Robert Lang

building envelope. “Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™ delivered the desired
aesthetic we were looking for and met our important performance
requirements, all while supporting the critical construction schedule
parameters,” said Doug Gensler, Principal, Gensler. Call us to discuss
your next building envelope project—we’ll be there in no time.
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Walking on Air

Transparent Floors and Stairs Make Dreams Come True

ave you ever had one of those dreams where
you’re between floating and walking on your own,
seeing everything below you confidently, and yet
lightly walking with small unsure steps? We’ve all had
that dream. Technologies today have made that floating-on-air sensation possible through the design and
installation of glass floors and stairs. Walking on a
glass floor is much like your dream. It’s very cool,
and you are still aware that you can see straight down.
The Glass Association of North America (GANA)
has an informative Glass Informational Bulletin on
this subject. The below text is taken directly from LD
06-1107 Glass Floors and Stairs and the full document
can be downloaded at www.glasswebsite.com.

Choosing the Glazing

Several types of glass products are used in
floors and stair treads, including laminated glass
and glass block systems. A description of these
glass types follows:
• Laminated glass - two or more pieces of glass
bonded together with an interlayer. The glass
may be annealed, heat- or chemically-strengthened or fully tempered.
• Glass block - a decorative hollow glass building
block that is set in an aluminum or concrete
framework and sealed against moisture.

Providing Slip Resistance

Slip resistance of a walking surface is an important safety consideration. The Occupational Safety
and Health Administration requires a minimum
slip resistance, expressed as a static coefficient of
friction of 0.50. However, special activities, such
as dancing, may require a different level of slip
resistance. Glass floors used near entrances that
may get wet require special consideration.
There are a variety of ASTM test methods that
measure slip resistance using specific test equipment under dry or wet conditions. These are:
• F 609 - Standard Test Method for Static Slip
Resistance of Footwear, Sole, Heel, or Related
Materials by Horizontal Pull Slipmeter (HPS);
• F 1677 - Standard Test Method for Using a Portable
Inclinable Articulated Strut Tester (PIAST);
• F 1679 - Standard Test Method for Using a Variable
8
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by Ashley M. Charest

Incidence Tribometer (VIT); and
• D 2047 - Standard Test Method for Static Coefficient
of Friction of Polish-Coated Flooring Surfaces as
Measured by the James Machine.
Other industry standards, such as ASTM F 1637 Standard Practice for Safe Walking Surfaces, ASTM F
1646 - Standard Terminology Relating to Safety and
Traction for Footwear and Underwriters Laboratory4
(UL) UL 410 - Slip Resistance of Floor Surface Materials,
address the safety issues of walkway surfaces from a
more general point of view.
Processes designed to roughen the top surface
of the glass to provide slip resistance include sandblasting, acid-etching, ceramic frit and embossing.
It is important to note that sandblasting may
reduce the strength of the glass by as much as 50
percent. Therefore glass flooring should never be
sand blasted in the field without a complete engineering analysis.

Considering Modesty

Modesty becomes an issue when glass floors are
found on upper levels and inappropriate lines of
sight are created from spaces below. When modesty
is a concern, it may be necessary to incorporate a
ceramic enamel finish or a decorated or translucent
interlayer in the glass to create opacity.

Testing

Glass floors can be tested for strength or impact
resistance. Test methods that are used include:
• ASTM E 72 - Standard Test Methods of Conducting
Strength Tests of Panels for Building Construction;
• ASTM E 695 - Standard Method for Measuring
Relative Resistance of Wall, Floor, and Roof
Construction to Impact Loading; and
• ASTM E 2322 - Standard Test Method for Conducting
Traverse and Concentrated Tests on Panels Used in
Floor and Roof Construction.
Additional resources include UL 410 Slip
Resistance of Floor Surface Materials and the
American Disabilities Act for information on friction rating and route requirement criteria. AGG
Ashley M. Charest is the account executive for
the Glass Association of North America in Topeka, Kan.
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
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NATURE
ARCHITECTURE
Since the beginning of time, nature has
provided a timeless source of inspiration
for architects. ARTACO’s architectural
glass, railing and component design
elements eliminate barriers enabling
seamless concepts that allow light to
flow throughout the space. Naturally.

LET ARTACO INSPIRE YOU
ARTACO’s wide selection
of complimentary
railing components and
complete systems offer
endless possibilities for creating stylish,
functional and versatile railing system
designs. Our customization services
allow you to make a unique architectural
statement with every project. A team of
sales and technical experts are at your
service, so let ARTACO inspire you today.

VISIT US AT THE AIA 2012
NATIONAL CONVENTION AND DESIGN EXPOSITION

>I

A division of TACO Metals, Inc.

ArtacoRailing.com | (800) 653-8562

For a complimentary copy of our “Inspirations” brochure, email info@artacorailing.com
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Moving on Up:

a

Custom Home Shows off Stylish Treads

The home’s staircase
was designed with
blue glass treads and
constructed in a way
that's reminiscent of
Frank Lloyd Wright’s
Fallingwater.
10
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custom-designed and custom-built house isn’t
a typical gift from a husband to a wife. But
homeowner Mike Clarke made one just that. He
surprised his wife, Annie, with their dream home
in Plymouth, Vt. Inspired by the works of Frank
Lloyd Wright, Clarke worked with architect
Daniel J. Pratt, president of RCWA Architects &
Planners in Pittsfield, Vt., to create the home.
One feature that stands out is a glass staircase,
reminiscent of Wright’s Fallingwater.
According to Pratt, one of the original ideas
was to have a waterfall cascading in front of the
fireplace, but that was ruled out by the owner.
Instead, he sent Pratt a clipping of a glass stair
and wondered if such a concept would make any
sense in this home.
“It was an easy ‘yes’ and I insisted on the
treads being of blue glass,” says Pratt. “I wanted
to bring back into the project the feel of cascading water even if it was by image only—in this
case a blue glass staircase.”
Pratt says while he had worked previously on
many dynamic stairs, this was his first to be
made of glass.
“The design is more than just the glass. If you follow the lines you will note an adherence to sound
design principles with the metal stringers, hangers
and rail supports; all in perfect alignment and spacing. Not an easy task,” says Pratt. “The stair fabricator executed the work flawlessly from a very well
organized set of detailed drawings. ‘The devil is in
the details’ is a comment we hear a lot. We live by
providing well-detailed construction documents.”
Given that this was a new experience and
opportunity, Pratt says his initial reaction was
one of excitement.
“We can do this—and we can do it well!” were
his initial thoughts. “My concern was finding the
right glass for the project. I also wanted to have
each tread lit by small lights mounted on the back
of each tread adding to the drama of the stairs.”
Pratt researched glass and light manufacturers
requesting glass samples, metal samples and lighting strips that they could combine to achieve the
aesthetic they needed.
Jockimo Inc. based in Laguna Hills, Calif.,
supplied the glass treads for the project.
“The architect contacted us after finding our web
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
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site,” explains Tim Casey, Jockimo founder and
owner. “We worked very closely with the architect to
assist during the design process and made suggestions
regarding the glass and system, [sending] the architect
and home owner samples, which were approved.”
Jockimo supplied 28 panels that measured 35
¼- x 10 ¾-inches, two panels measuring 35 ¼- x
37 1/8-inches and two panels that were 35 ¼- x 37
¾-inches. The panels were fabricated using
PPG’s Azurlite glass.
“The glass meets the new ASTM specification
that recently hit the street and all edges are
monolithically polished—polished after tempering
and laminating—to provide the nicest edge detail
available,” says Casey.
Pratt adds that the stair fabricator and installer
was Eric Bauer from Bauer Fabricators.
“It was a team effort and the results are spectacular,” says Pratt.

May/June 2012
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But a job such as this one was not without
challenges, the most significant of which was
bringing the right team together, Pratt points out.
“Many said they could do the work, however it
was critical to put together a cohesive team that
understood the importance of this showcase stairway, and that included the stair fabricator, the lighting manufacturer and the glass manufacturer,” says
Pratt. “We manage our projects closely with both the
owners and contractors. Looking ahead and keeping
everyone in the loop was required to get the job
done successfully. It is something we have many years
of experience with. It is a hands-on approach we use
to keep projects on track and it pays off in the end.”
And for others who might be on edge about
attempting a new design concept, Pratt advices,
“Never be afraid of taking on new challenges. It
takes our mind off the craziness in the world around
us. And have fun doing what you like to do.” AGG

www.glassguides.com
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N e w P ro d u c t Fo c u s

Fingerprints Don’t Stand a Chance
SoftEtch smudge-proof glass from EFI is now
available for North American commercial and residential interior designs. The new glass resists
stains and is non-reflective, so there’s no glare or
fingerprints, according to the company. It is also
eco-friendly, having both ISO 9001 and ISO
14001 certifications.

Soft to the touch and customizable in nearly
any color, the glass can be used in walls, backsplashes, sliding doors, glass table tops, furniture
and more. According to the company, the glass is
ideal for high-touch and traffic areas, such as residences, offices, restaurants, hotels, retail and
other commercial environments.
→ www.efi-usa.com

Low-Reflection Glass
Gives a Clear View
The special applications range of glass products
from Pilkington North America includes lowreflective products that can be used in a range of
applications. Such products include the company’s OptiView, a color-neutral, low reflective, laminated architectural glass that has low-reflective
coatings on the first and fourth surfaces.

According to the company, the coating reduces
the interior and exterior visible light reflectance to
under 2 percent, and views from the interior and
exterior of a building are clear and virtually reflection-free. OptiView is ideal for applications such

InLightening Light Shelves
InLighten light shelves from Kawneer Co. Inc. were developed to offer minimal
material content, sightlines, weight, installation and maintenance efforts, all while maximizing daylighting and design options at a competitive price, according to the company.
The light shelves can be attached to multiple Kawneer curtainwall systems and storefront
framing systems, and can be used in both new and retrofit projects.
They feature an extruded aluminum chassis system and offer several panel choices. In
addition to the traditional opaque Reynobond aluminum composite material panels, lightweight
translucent polycarbonate panels are now a standard offering. And, the availability of depths of up to 30inches (762mm) allows for the overall reflective surface to be maximized, according to the company.
In addition, the new light shelves are designed to not interfere with the installation or operation of typical window treatments
and have been tested using advanced finite element analysis modeling techniques and physical testing, according to the company.
→ www.kawneer.com
12
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Rolltech Rolls Out Warm-Edge Spacers
Fenzi North America says the Rolltech selection of warmedge spacers, manufactured through Fenzi Group, show
superior R values for insulating glass. Both Chromatech and
Chromatech Ultra are stainless spacers, showing ease of
bending and handling of spacer frames during IG production. The use of warm-edge spacers, such as these, will
prevent condensation on the IG-unit and the window rabbet,
damage on the frame and reduction in heat loss, according
to the company.
→ www.fenzi-na.com
as museum showrooms, panoramic restaurants, high-rise
condominiums, glass atriums and sports stadiums. It provides all the benefits of laminated glass including safety, security and insulation against audio disturbances by dampening
the sound. In addition, it provides solar energy control, UV
control, thermal performance, design flexibility, protection
from severe weather, ease of installation, no visual distortion
and more, according to the company.
→ www.pilkington.us/products

SUMMIT FOR GLASS
Meeting point for the entire
glass industry

GLASS IN ALL ITS FACETS
Live presentation of the latest
technology and innovations

EssenceGlass Passes Impact Testing
EssenceGlass by
Bella Fleur Corp.
in Canby,
Ore., has
passed the
National
Certified Testing
Laboratories (NCTL) impact testing for safety glazing material.
“Our goal is to provide a uniquely beautiful
solid-core, reinforced architectural glass panel that encapsulates natural materials like reeds, flowers, grasses and leaves,
various hand-made materials, solar fabrics, and even photovoltaic solar cells,” says Jesse Villarreal, Jr., Bella Fleur’s president and CEO. “Passing the NCTL safety glazing test lets
our customers know that they are getting a material that is
designed and engineered to be aesthetically beautiful, highly
functional and safe.”
Bella Fleur encapsulates real and sustainable organics
from artisans from around the world in 12 initial options
with custom styles and fabrication services available. UV
inhibitors within EssenceGlass help protect against exposure
to UV rays and help keep the encapsulated organics vibrant
while letting light through, according to the company.
→ www.bellafleur.com AGG
May/June 2012

BOOST YOUR
SUCCESS AT
THE LEADING
INTERNATIONAL
EVENT

UNIQUE VALUE
First-class ancillary program with
accompanying congresses

FOCUS ON SOLAR PRODUCTION
Parallel staging of solarpeq – the
international trade event for solar
production

www.glasstec.de
www.solarpeq.de
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An Overview
of the AIA Expo in
Washington, D.C.

ompanies from across the nation gather this month in Washington, D.C., to show off their latest
wares to the nation’s leading architects during the annual American Institute of Architects’ (AIA) Expo,
May 17-19. Among these are several glass and glazing suppliers displaying their latest glass options, new
technologies and more.
Read on for an overview.

Booth #313:
Wausau Goes Retro
Wausau
Window and
Wall Systems
announces
INvent Retro XLT
windows, designed
to meet the needs
of existing buildings’ renovation or
new construction
where a classic
appearance is
desired. As the most
recent addition to
the INvent Series,
the Retro windows
feature a narrow,
beveled exterior face that replicates the look of classic steel and wood windows,
while offering modern, high performance, according to the company.
→ www.wausauwindow.com

Booth #2003:
Control the Sun with SageGlass
SAGE Electrochromics is displaying its SageGlass,
an electronically tintable glass for windows, skylights
and curtainwalls. The glass tints automatically or on
demand to respond to changing sunlight and heat
conditions, according to the company.
SageGlass can enable users to control sunlight
and heat without shades or blinds, maintaining
14
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both the view and connection to the outdoors
while also reducing energy consumption. The
glass can be used in commercial, institutional and
high-end residential applications.
→ www.sageglass.com

Booth #1157:
Find the Range with 3M
The 3M Co. is featuring a wide range of solutions during the AIA Convention. Products on display include the company’s VHB structural glazing
tape, daylight redirecting film, Scotchgard protective film for glass, passive fire protection and CR-20
polyurethane foam adhesive for adhering fleece
back membranes and insulation.
→ www.3m.com
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
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Booth #2911:
PPG to Debut Glass Possibilities
PPG Industries
is unveiling two
new high-performance architectural
glasses.
One of the new
glass products the
company is introducing is a passivesolar, low-E glass
with improved USolarban 72 Starphire glass
values that is engineered for commercial buildings in
heating-dominated climates. The other is a high-performing low-E glass with a steel-gray aesthetic
designed to offer solar control and visible light
transmittance.
In addition, PPG is displaying its Solarban 72
Starphire glass, a solar control, low-E glass with a
light-to-solar-gain (LSG) ratio at 2.38; Solarban R
100 glass, a neutral-reflective, solar control, low-E
glass with a 1.79 LSG ratio; and Solarban 70XL
glass, a triple-silver-coated, solar control, low-E
glass.
→ www.ppgideascapes.com

Booth #1943:
Guardian Displays its Latest
Guardian Industries is displaying its recently
launched SunGuard Photovoltaic Glass Units
(PVGU) for commercial buildings, on which it
is working with Pythagoras Solar. The units
combine energy-efficient windows with high-
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efficiency solar panels and include a low-E coating in an effort to optimize daylighting,
increase energy efficiency, and generate electricity to meet the needs of a building.
In addition, the company is featuring its
SunGuard SNR 43 and SunGuard IS 20.
SunGuard SNR 43 is a new glass coating for commercial applications that offers a high light-to-solar
gain ratio and low solar heat gain coefficient
(SHGC). IS 20 is the company’s first commercial
interior surface coating for glass, providing cost
efficiency and superior performance, according to
the company.
→ www.guardian.com

Booth #1429:
Double Duty
Kawneer and Traco are showcasing several products and solutions with their combined exhibit
space, including their newest
ultra thermal, sun control and
window offerings. Kawneer will
also offer a 60-minute continuing
education opportunity on the
show floor.
Among the products on display is the Versoleil SunShade
platform with the Versoleil
Outrigger option for curtainwall
and storefronts. Pre-engineered
for multiple Kawneer systems, the
design offers versatility in both
form and function, according to
the company, and can be incorporated easily into any building
envelope.
The Traco NX-4000 Series
thermal window also is being
shown. The window offers an
energy-efficient projecting window solution with the distinctive and historic look of a hung
window. Company officials say
the design is ideal for retrofit
projects.
→ www.kawneer.com
continued on page 16
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The Latest

Launches
continued from page 15

Booth #313:
Tubelite Expands Blast Line

lighting the use of an assortment of high-performance photovoltaic glass in sloped and vertical
applications. The company recently completed two
large canopy structures, 24-feet wide by 330-feet
long, for the Bay Area Rapid Transit System in
Union City, Calif., utilizing photovoltaic glass.
→ www.acralight.com

Booth #3013:
It’s a Bird, It’s a Plane …
It’s SuperLite II-XL

Tubelite has expanded its ForceFront Blast
curtainwall and entry door systems for high-performance, high-security projects seeking blasthazard mitigation in low- and mid-rise applications. The systems include nominal 1-inch insulating glazing with a SentryGlas Plus Interlayer.
The products are manufactured using
EcoLuminum, a high recycled-content aluminum billet composition with eco-friendly,
durable finishes.
→ www.tubeliteinc.com

Booth #3254:
Acralight Goes Solar
Acralight International Skylights is featuring its
Building Integrated Photovoltaics systems, high-

16
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Safti First has partnered with PPG
Industries to offer
SuperLite II-XL with
Starphire Ultra-Clear
Glass. The product is
designed to provide maximum fire and impact
safety with hose stream
from 45 to 120 minutes
while meeting ASTM E119 requirements. The
addition of Starphire Ultra-Clear Glass by PPG
to SuperLite II-XL allows architects to create safe,
fire-rated spaces with clarity and transparency,
according to the company.
→ www.safti.com

Booth #3825:
To the Point
Viracon has introduced ClearPoint, a pointsupported insulating glass system that increases
the transparency of glass façades. The system was
engineered to provide building designers with
greater flexibility and to allow architects to maximize sight lines and enhance aesthetics, delivering
a clean, contemporary look both inside and out.
Additionally, Viracon officials say ClearPoint
reduces the amount of framing material making
contact with the glass, providing an elegant result
for building interiors and exteriors. The system
also can be used with a low-E coating and/or silkscreen options.
The system comes with a 10-year limited warranty and a heat soak certification, according to
the company.
→ www.viracon.com
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
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J.E. Berkowitz is featuring its Renovate by
Berkowitz LLC
Platinum Series window
retrofit technology. The
system uses an interior
glazing method of hermetically sealing a factory-made insulating glass
unit to the existing monolithic glass window
with a warm-edge triseal spacer. Company officials say the system maintains the look of an
existing exterior building façade while also providing energy savings.
The Platinum Series features PPG’s Cradle-toCradle-certified Solarban and Sungate low-E products as options. The system comes with a 10-year
material warranty and a two-year labor warranty.
→ wwww.jeberkowitz.com

Booth #1922:

Luxar Anti-Reflective Glass on Display
Glas Troesch, with McGrory Glass Inc., is
showing its anti-reflective glass and other hightech coated flat-glass product lines.
Company officials say the product is nearly
imperceptible with a visible light reflectance of
below 0.5 percent, thus eliminating glare and
haze.
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Booth #2748:

ARTACO Debuts Complete Line
of Railing Components and Systems
ARTACO Railing Systems, formerly Taco
Railings, a division of Taco Metals Inc., is debuting its complete line of glass railing systems.
“ARTACO glass railing systems represent a
unique opportunity meeting industry demands for
more comprehensive manufacturing and installation solutions that translate into real profits,” says
Jon Kushner, president of Taco Metals Inc.
The company offers systems that contain
products such as balusters, brackets and fittings,
as well as in-fills of glass, rod, cable or other
materials. All products meet international standards and can be shipped and delivered almost
immediately, according to the company.
→ www.artacorailing.com

Booth #849:

Float Glass

→ wwww.mcgrory.com
May/June 2012

Luxar Anti-Reflective

Teks Select is Now
ICC-ES Evaluated
ITW Buildex introduces Teks
Select, a selectively hardened
fastener with new ICC
approval. Teks Select selfdrilling structural fasteners
offer Grade 5 performance, are quick to drill
and tap, and offer few
stalls, according to the
company.
→ www.itwbuildex.com AGG
www.glassguides.com
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Color
Splash
Art and Architecture
Coalesce on New
Johns Hopkins Building
by Ellen Rogers
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ombining both architecture and art, a new
Johns Hopkins Hospital building in Baltimore,
about 40 miles east of Washington, D.C.,
opened in April as one of the nation’s largest
hospital construction projects. The new facility,
which features a colorfully constructed, artistic
curtainwall façade, was a collaboration of artists,
a curator, a group of architects, Bloomberg
Philanthropies and Johns Hopkins. The project
was led by architectural firm Perkins + Will,
while architect Allen Kolkowitz provided consulting services.
The project features the Charlotte R.
Bloomberg Children’s Center, named in honor
of the mother of New York City Mayor Michael
R. Bloomberg, and the Sheik Zayed Tower, which
is named in honor of High Highness Sheikh
Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan of the United Arab
Emirates who, in 2007, gifted Johns Hopkins
Medicine the funds to begin construction on a
new cardiovascular and critical care tower.
Brooklyn artist Spencer Finch was commissioned
to create colorful glass façades, punctuated by his
hand-drawn frit pattern for the project.
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These new buildings
that are part of
Johns Hopkins in
Baltimore feature
colorful glass
façades that capture
the light of the
sky, allowing the
buildings to change
in sync with the
environment.

Ellen Rogers is the editor of the
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
magazine. She can be reached at
erogers@glass.com or follow her
on Twitter @AGGmagazine and
like AGG magazine on Facebook to
receive updates.
May/June 2012

Photos: Copyright Paul Warchol

ABCs of Color
The project features aluminum panels encased
in a shadowbox construction made out of two
layers of glass that incorporates one of Finch’s
color alphabet—a palette of 26 shades inspired by
Claude Monet’s Impressionist landscape paintings. Finch used blue as the dominant color for
the Bloomberg Children’s Center and green for
the Sheik Zayed Tower.
“From the beginning we were thinking about
glass as an [analogy] for water, how glass and
water behave in similar ways, and what we could
do with the glass so that it’s always changing,”
says Finch. “Also it’s a big building and it can be
intimidating, but water has a certain softness and
continued on page 20
www.glassguides.com
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Color Splash
continued from page 19

welcoming aspect to it.”
The resulting design captures the light of the
sky, allowing the building to change in sync
with the environment.

POINT SUPPORTED

Door Hardware + Interior

Glass Staircase + Handrail

Finch spent months testing and developing a
broad range of colors for the building’s exterior,
even observing test panels on the roof of a
garage across from the Children’s Center site to
understand how his palette would play with
Baltimore’s light. He also worked closely with
the architects to determine how best to create
the vision. “We went back and forth a lot to
really think about the connection between materials used and how the colors would be perceived since this is a work of art that will be
around for a long time as part of the building,”
says Eric Van Aukee of Perkins + Will, managing principal on the project. “So we put a system together with crystal clear glass that would
always render Finch’s true colors and we tested
it rigorously to ensure that it would stand up to
the elements such as sun, high winds, condensation and rain.”
Aukee adds, “For other buildings, the art is
usually done as an application to the exterior in
the form of a specific work, but here, the art is
very integrated into the functionality of the building. With Spencer, we were really able to transform the approach to the skin of the building—
thinking of it not just as protection but also as a
canvas. Together we turned [the building envelope] into a work of art.”

In the Details

Glass Wall + Glass Canopy

T: 626.961.6827 F:626.961.3525 E-mail: info@epcocorp.com
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Finch created a frit pattern for the project.
As a two-layer composition, his hand-drawn
strokes are fused onto the building’s glass and
steel curtainwall. The frit brushstrokes are visible from the outside but do not obstruct the
view from inside.
In addition, all 26 colors of Finch’s color
alphabet are on view at eye-level along the side of
the building, arranged in alphabetical order.
Finch explains, “I think initially one’s first
thought is that children like primary colors, that
they have a very simple approach to color and I
think that’s really not the case. I think kids have
an incredible sophisticated color sense. I moved
to a design that’s really pretty sophisticated and
complex with 26 colors and colors that are subtly
different and reflect the landscape, rather than
continued on page 22
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Color Splash

continued from page 20

being purely abstract.”
Viracon fabricated its VE13-2M and VE1-85
glass products for specifications requiring insulating, insulating-laminated and silk-screened products. Harmon Inc. was the contract glazier.

Challenging Undertakings

Brooklyn artist Spencer Finch was commissioned to
create colorful glass façades, punctuated by his handdrawn frit pattern for new buildings at Johns Hopkins.

Finch says that, while he had the ideas for the
colors, they still had to be transferred onto a
façade and that is incredibly complex.
“There was a lot of work done by the architects just to get the idea up onto the building,”
he says, explaining there was a lot of discussions and meetings about the materials. “We all
went to the glass company together to look at
the possibilities of frit. We looked at lots of different possibilities for color [and] how to apply
continued on page 24

Corning Med-X®
·

Largest glass sizes supplied to the market with up to
108” X 54” available in stock and ready to ship

·

Plates cut speci"cally to customer requirements

·

Excellent visual clarity characteris!cs

·

Suitable for lamina!ng using PVB interlayers to
achieve CPSC 16 CFR 1201 Cat. II safety ra!ng

·

The architect speci"ed radia!on shielding glass made
with cer!"ed eco-friendly manufacturing (ISO 14001)

·

Fast deliveries from extensive stock held at McGrory
Glass, exclusive Corning distributor for North America

McGRORY GLASS
Architectural Glass Solu!ons

Corning and Med-X® are registered trademarks of Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY, USA.

High quality, safe, radia!on shielding glass

800-220-3749
Look to Corning Med-X® for your medical projects

www.mcgrory.com

www.corning.com/med-x
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Color Splash
continued from page 22

color to glass. For me it was a real education in terms of what could be done in
architectural glass solutions.”
As Michael Iati, senior director of architecture and planning, Johns Hopkins
Health System, explains, “The goal is to
create a humane and dignified experience
for those under stress. The art created for
the building and the building’s design are
central to elevating the experience of coming to the hospital. Visitors and patients
may not be able to quantify this directly
but they will feel the building’s uniqueness
and comfort.”
Noting that everything about
this project

was a collaborative undertaking, consulting architect Kolkowitz says everyone
involved embraced the core values and
mission of the institution.
“It was an unbelievable opportunity to
embrace the context of the building and
materiality of the building,” he says,
pointing out that the frit was a way to
help humanize the building.
“The frit grabs onto the glass and
becomes an integral aspect of the overall
flow and a way to blend into [the surroundings],” he says, adding that 99 percent of the building is fritted.
“The frit was not just an overall dot
screen – it’s a part of the building language to invite and bring people into the
architecture,” says Kolkowitz. “The frit
played out to be an incredible
surprise.” AGG

Get everything you need to know
about insulating glass and maintain
your LEED credentials all at the
same time. If you are an architect
it’s a bonus achieve 1 HSW/SD/LU.
www.aecdaily.com/sponsor/fenzi

Nearly the entire façade of the Children’s Center features the artistic frit pattern.
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to electronically tint your windows
to dynamically control sunlight,
glare and temperature.
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centric spaces.

Century College, White Bear Lake, MN
ARCHITECT: DLR Group, Inc.
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More Than Meets the Eye

w

Photos: Luxor anti-relfective glass by Glas-Trösch

Using anti-reflective
glass in storefronts
is ideal when the
focus needs to be
on what is inside
the store.

26

A Close Look at Designing with
and Specifying Anti-Reflective Glass

ho has ever experienced a scenario such as this:
The glass should have been there already. It was due
on-site yesterday and the final walk through is today. I
made a special trip to the job site as this was another
important project for one of my top clients. I looked at
the building and could see right in through the storefront where the glass should have been. The brightly lit
displays held merchandise ready to be sold.
I called my glass fabricator and huffed, “Where’s
the glass?! The store is set to open and we’ve got to
close the openings!”
The calm and reassuring voice on the other end
said, “Look closer, it’s in there.”
He didn’t know that each lite of anti-reflective
glass undergoes an expensive and advanced coating process to provide greater light transmission.
The reduction of reflection can make it seem as
if there is not any glass between you and the
items on display in the store. It is indeed as if the
glass isn’t there.

Not a Reflection of You
Invisible storefronts create a unique aesthetic
appeal. With reflection reduced by up to more
than 16 times when compared to uncoated float
glass, product displays
pop and architectural
designs transcend nature.
Stores can blend effortlessly with their surroundings, becoming one
with the square. Foot
traffic will swell and, as a
natural result, your
clients will smile.
The type and application of anti-reflective coatings can provide glarefree, glass storefronts with
visible light reflection
ranging from less than .5
percent up to 4 percent as
well as producing little to
no noticeable color
change. Anti-reflective
storefronts are available as
monolithic, tempered or

www.glassguides.com
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by Jim Gulnick
laminated and insulating units.
With large formats also available, the many
fabrication options give unrivaled flexibility in
aesthetically pleasing applications. Many glass fabricators stock and custom process anti-reflective
glass to bring life to architectural designer creations. Imagine an environment where beauty
flows effortlessly together without the harsh
reflections of unforgiving float glass.
Today’s anti-reflective coating technologies
produce glass that limits glare and unsightly
reflections in numerous unique applications.
These high-tech coatings remove glass distractions from picture-frame glass allowing the artwork to leap off the wall and become the focus
of attention. Anti-reflective storefronts invite
customer attention and welcome passersby to
come in and shop. When used in projection systems or displays, the light or visual media
smoothly transmit through the glass, capturing
the viewer’s attention without double images or
visual light-front interference.

Transparent Communication
Restaurants, boutiques and image-conscience
retail shops require their carefully designed, visual display elements to be communicated in the
most favorable light. Glass provides a weathertight, physical barrier that still maintains a visual
connection between the public and the store.
Unfortunately, traditional glass also creates a secondary plane of focus pulling attention away
from what is in the store to the reflections on the
glass surfaces.
Anti-reflective glass, however, can virtually
eliminate the reflection. Traditional glass reflects
8 percent of the visible light. What does this
really mean in real life? Only 92 percent of the
outside light source reaches the inside of the
storefront and provides a maximum potential for
surface viewing through the same glass of 84.6
percent since 8 percent of light suffers from
internal reflection on the way back out.
(Maximum illuminance becomes 100 percent
when no glass separates the light source and the
object and no glass or substance separates the
object and the observer.)
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
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Brightness and Reflection Issues
The relative brightness of typical outside ambient light is 10 to 300 times brighter than inside
lighting on overcast and sunny days. The impact
that the interior lighting has on noticeable
reflectance is negligible in most situations.
The direct-reflection ratio (see box below)
allows comparison of visible light-front distraction
between differing solutions. This ratio of “reflection annoyance” can be measured and provide a
“distractibility index” to compare different solutions. Simply put, the amount of reflection divided by the amount of maximum illuminance gives
a ratio that is measured on a scale of 0 to infinity.
Zero would indicate that there is no reflectance
no matter how much light reaches the objects
within the storefront and back out to the observer. Infinity would indicate a perfect mirror where
all light is reflected at the glass storefront and no
light reaches the objects within the storefront and
back out to the observer.
Direct Reflection Ratio
DR = Direct Reflection (% of Source)
MI = Max Illuminance (% of Source)
DIR = DR/MI = Direct Reflection Ratio
As previously discussed, monolithic float glass
has visible light reflectance of 8 percent. A maximum of 92 percent of the outside source light
reaches the objects within the storefront.
Additionally, the brightness of the image of the
objects as seen by the outside observer has been
reduced by another 8 percent as the light passes
again through the glass and another 8 percent of
the visible light reflects back into the store.
Now, let’s calculate the ratio for a storefront
with uncoated monolithic float glass:
DIR = DR/MI = Direct Reflection Ratio
Direct Reflection Ratio = 8%/84.6% = 9.5%
In this example, the amount of reflection can
distract the observer from the object displayed
within the storefront. The direct reflection
already peaks at a substantial 8 percent. But since
the maximum illuminance is only 84.6 percent,
the effect of the reflection is 9.5 percent of the
value of maximum illuminance. When an object
is brightly colored the reflection annoyance is bad
enough, but when a darker color object with fine
detail and nuances is displayed, the “distractibility
index” understates the problem.
Now, let’s calculate the ratio for a storefront
that uses monolithic anti-reflective glass as shown
in the photo on the right:
DIR = DR/MI = Direct Reflectance Ratio
Direct Interference Ratio = 0.5%/99% = 0.51%
May/June 2012

In this example, the lower amount of interference does not distract the observer from the
object. The difference in the “distractibility
index” can be significant and the ability to see the
item on display is increased dramatically. The two
examples show a 1900 percent difference in harsh
glare and bouncing light. Anti-reflective glass provides this type of benefit. The lower the direct
reflection ratio of the anti-reflection glass, the
higher the ability of the observer to focus on the
objects displayed within the storefront.

This example shows
a storefront that has
a high-performance,
anti-reflective
coating with a
visible light
reflectance equal to
only 0.5 percent.

Distractibility Index
Type of Glass

Reflectance

Max Illuminance

Direct Reflection Ratio

Anti-Reflective

0.5%

99.0%

0.5%

Anti-Reflective

1.0%

98.0%

1.0%

Anti-Reflective

2.0%

96.0%

2.1%

Anti-Reflective

4.0%

92.2%

4.3%

Float Glass

8.0%

84.6%

9.5%

Reflective

20.0%

64.0%

31.3%

Reflective

40.0%

36.0%

111.1%

Reflective

60.0%

16.0%

375.0%

Mirror

100.0%

0.0%

∞

continued on page 28
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More Than Meets the Eye
continued from page 27

How to Select Anti-Reflective Glass
There are a number of companies providing
anti-reflective glass, each offering a range of capabilities. The following are a few basic criteria to
use in selecting anti-reflective glass:
How much “anti-reflection” is needed?

Say hello to the future
of energy-saving aluminum
windows and doors.

Introducing

• Keep in mind that normal float glass is 8 percent reflective.
• Anti-reflection glass is available in ranges from
0.5 percent to 4 percent reflection depending
on configuration and supplier, and all are
labeled anti-reflective.
• Use the distractibility index to compare different glass and different configurations.
How durable of a coating is needed?
• The ability to handle, fabricate, laminate, and
temper can vary.
• Is it cleaned easily and can traditional glass
cleaners be used?
What type and sizes are best suited for the
application?
• Are stock sheets, laminated, or custom fabricated and is tempered glass required?
• What sizes best fit the application and façade?
• Not all anti-reflective glass is available in all
types, reflection changes depending on use,
and sizes may be limited depending on how
the glass is processed.

Encapsulated
mechanical lock

mechanical lock profile
Anti-reflective glass can make the application seem
as if there is no glass there at all.

AZON SAVES ENERGY
Contact us to learn about the
role of Azon thermal barriers
in energy conservation.

1-800-788-5942 | www.azonintl.com
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The long and the short of it is that anti-reflective glass is great when the focus needs to be on
the objects within the storefront and not on the
glass. Anti-reflective glass provides beauty by
being invisible. It is most valuable when noticed
the least and allows more of what is being looked
at to meet the eye. AGG
Jim Gulnick, is the engineering
director for McGrory Glass Inc. in
Paulsboro, N.J.
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
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TOP TO BOTTOM PROTECTION FOR YOUR BUILDING.
Introducing a Smarter Building Envelope Solution.
SikaSmart™ expert solutions for the building envelope provide superior protection against the
harsh elements to keep the outside out and the inside in. From your foundation to the top of
your roof, trust superior and proven Sika ® products to deliver unmatched performance. The
result is an effective, long-lasting building envelope solution that protects against the weather
and helps control energy costs all year long. So choose our SikaSmart solution and we’ll be
with you every step of the way.
Call 800.933.SIKA or visit sikausa.com to harness the power of our SikaSmart solutions.

©2012 SIKA Corporation. All rights reserved.
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“Tricks” of the Trade
Think Unethical Glaziers
Can’t Outsmart Architects?
Think Again

Though shortcuts
are rare, some
experts say they
happen more often
than you might
expect.

s

hortcuts—they happen in every industry and
trade. The disreputable try to save a buck and
skip a step, or substitute a product, betting that
no one finds out—not even you, the architect.
“I think in today’s economy probably 50 to
70 percent of what I see has been short-cutted—
or maybe a better word is short-changed,” says
one contract glazier who preferred not to be
identified in part due to the sensitive nature of
the issue. “It just kind of comes with the competitive nature of the world today. Everybody’s
looking for a competitive edge. How do they get
a few more dollars out of the job to make them
get more out of the job or put themselves in a
position to be the low bidder?”

“Everybody’s looking for
a competitive edge.”
Sometimes, whether or not shortcuts are taken
depends on how the job was obtained and the quality of the glazing contractor that won the job,
according to a team of experts with whom
Architects’ Guide to Glass and Metal consulted for
this article. “The negotiated job typically doesn’t see
as many shortcuts or deletions as the hard-bid job
will,” says one. “That’s not to say that the glazing
contractor who has negotiated a job won’t end up
taking shortcuts—but it’s probably not as common.”
30
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by Penny Stacey

The Shortcuts

Though industry experts say shortcuts can
occur in a myriad of ways, following are a few of
the most common and egregious ones:
• A non-specified product is substituted for a
spec-ed one. You spent time with manufacturers’ reps, you reviewed technical data sheets
and you selected products that you thought to
be the best fit for the job. Still, a different glass
product was used—and you don’t even know it.
Sometimes this might lead to a code violation,
but often not.
• Undersized glass. Even though you selected a
certain-weighted glass it may not be what you
get. This shortcut is quite common, according
to our experts. In some cases a thinner glass
product is used than what is called for. “It’s
common because it’s hard to catch,” says one
of our team members.
• Misapplication of materials. You designed an
impressive storefront to feature long spans of
curtainwall; but in the end it didn’t make the
job. An example of this might be using storefront materials in applications where bigger
sections of curtainwall should have been
used, because it’s cheaper and easier to fabricate. Even though a system failure can result,
this happens more frequently than you might
expect, according to experts.
• Material substitution. The specification you
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
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wrote called for a sealant to meet a given set of
performance requirements. In the end, though,
someone chose to go with something else. It
happens—whether you know it or not. This can
include caulking, sealants, specified baker rods,
undersized fasteners, or even not using enough
or proper fasteners, according to experts.
• Unreinforced mullions. And even after you’ve
drawn the project in a manner to be structurally sound, sometimes even those critical
enforcement steps can be skipped. One expert
recalled a situation in which he inspected a
building that was only about 10 years old and
having a repeated problem with broken glass.
“There was a piece of steel that was supposed
to be running through the vertical mullions,”
recalls the expert. “I was able to pry it open
and there was no steel in there. I started doing
some calculations with the engineer and
found that the glass that had been installed
less than 10 years prior was not to code and
nor were the frames.”
This particular shortcut led to major repercussions. Since the aluminum mullions hadn’t
been reinforced, they blew in and broke all
this glass. “For sure the steel mullions would

May/June 2012
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not have deflected and caused this unbelievable amount of breakage,” he said.

The Bottom Line

Despite possible repercussions, why do these
things occur? One is a feeling among some
glaziers that today’s codes are excessive and such
shortcuts only right a wrong. Experts suggest that
some glazing contractors might think, “We’ve
never done it that way before and we’ve never had
a problem,” leading them to take a shortcut.
As with so many other situations, communication and solid supplier relationships can help.
As architect Chris Rose with Chris Rose
Architects in Johns Island, S.C., says, “Knowing
and having a relationship with your supplier is
key in assuring a certain specified product is
installed properly.” AGG
Penny Stacey is a contributing editor for
Architects’ Guide to Glass and Metal magazine and
editor of USGlass magazine. She can be reached at
pstacey@glass.com. Read her blog at
http://penny.usglassmag.com, follow her on Twitter
@USGlass, and like USGlass Magazine on Facebook
to receive the latest updates.

www.glassguides.com
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Education and Resources

What’s
Your Fav?
Do you have a
favorite resource for
glass information? Is
there a tool you use
frequently for specifications and technical information?
What websites do
you turn to again
and again? We’d like
to know! Let the
Architects’ Guide to
Glass & Metal know
what glass-related
tools and resources
you find most helpful. Just email
erogers@glass.com
about the resources
you need when it
comes to glazing
and we’ll share the
information right
here in this section.
We look forward to
hearing from you!

PPG Takes
Architectural Binder Online

Walker Glass Releases Anti-Slip,
Acid-Etched Glass White Paper

PPG Industries announced that its architectural glass binder is now available in a digital,
downloadable format. In addition to data
sheets, product catalogs and performance data
for its products, the online binder contains
technical documents, details for thermal stress
and wind load analyses and complete product
specifications.
According to the company, the binder is a
gateway to its array of electronic specification
tools such as the architectural glass configurator, architectural glass performance calculator
and a searchable project library tool containing
hundreds of product application photos.
Sourcing information for PPG Certified
Fabricator Program participants, downloadable
white papers and dozens of building profiles are
featured as well. Additionally, architects can use
the binder to learn about PPG architectural
coatings such as Duranar, Coraflon and PPG
Pittsburgh Paints.
→ www.ppgglassbinder.com

Walker Glass has published a new white paper
about anti-slip, acid-etched glass titled “What
Specifiers Should Know About Acid-etched Glass
for Walkways.”
According
to the company, the white
paper offers
beneficial information for architects, designers
and structural
engineers on the
properties of antislip acid-etched
glass. The white paper discusses issues such as
surface finish consistency, surface hardness,
durability, and strength of the anti-slip glass, all
of which are critical in creating the desired
design and appropriately assessing constructability, according to the company.
→ www.walker-glass.com/anti-slip-glass.html AGG

Photo: Walker Glass
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Entries are due by July 23, 2012 to erogers@glass.com
www.glassguides.com/documents/designform2012.pdf

he Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal magazine is now accepting nominations for its
inaugural design awards, which will pay tribute to some of the most innovative designs
that highlight the role glazing
products play around the world
in today’s architecture.
Please go to www.glassguides.com/documents/designform2012.pdf for the entry
form. Email forms, along with
a high-resolution jpg image of
the project, to
erogers@glass.com.
Entries are due by July 23.

www.glassguides.com

Winners will be featured
in the September-October
issue of the Architects’
Guide to Glass & Metal,
and will receive a plaque,
extensive international
press and publication, and
will be recognized during
glasstec, taking place
October 23-26 in
Düsseldorf, Germany.
Questions? Contact Ellen
Rogers at
erogers@glass.com or
540/720-5584 ext. 118.

Photo: McCarthy Construction

la
dria Gou
Photo: A

The
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
Design Awards
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Book Reviews

Eco-House Renovations –
45 Green Home Conversions
Lucy D. Rosenfield

Whether a town house, a village colonial,
country barn, or a coastal saltbox, any home
can be converted to be environmentally
friendly. That’s the message of this new
design book, which provides inspiration for
aesthetically pleasing and practical renovations.
The new book features information about glass,
including a section on the properties of glass, and
several architects’ use of glass in their renovations.
Starting with a section on basic planning, this
guide walks readers through some major considerations necessary to the success of an eco-renovation. It looks at 45 projects around the country,
including homes that have been reconfigured, renovated, added to, or otherwise redone to address
everything from the size of the building’s footprint
and energy needs, to its use of sustainable or even
reused materials and its pollution emissions.

The book is illustrated with nearly 300 photos
and building plans and also offers various other
design resources.
→ www.schifferbooks.com

Reveal

Jeanne Gang, Studio Gang Architects
Jeanne Gang, founder of Chicagobased Studio Gang Architects and a
recent recipient of the MacArthur
Fellowship, “is giving the epithet
‘Chicago School’ a new meaning.”
Her book Reveal, published in 2011,
presents an in-depth look at the
firm’s unique work and working
process through drawings, diagrams,
sketches and photographs that illuminate the evolution of each of the book’s eight
featured projects, both public and private, and ranging in size from exhibition to high-rise.
→ www.papress.com AGG

Three coatings. ONE machine.
Ceramic. Silicone. AND Transparent.
Reverse ceramic or silicone coating
and direct etch coating.
Only with the Union Tri-Coater.
For spandrel glass or transparent glass production,
Union Tool’s new glass Tri-Coater delivers
controllable, high quality coat thickness every time.
Long a leader in roller coater technology, the
Tri-Coater features a unique design that allows
reverse coating of either ceramic frit or silicone
based coatings. And with the same machines
you can direct coat transparent or etch coatings.
Union roller coaters provide superior results compared
to spray, curtain coater or silk screen application
methods. You’ll get smoother, better quality coats with
less striations and ease of changeover from color to color
– or product to product.

The new glass Tri-Coater. Only from The Union Tool
Corporation. Visit our website to find out more.

The Union Tool Corporation
574-267-3211
E-mail: sales@uniontoolcorp.com
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Financing
Options
Available

www.uniontoolcorp.com
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Event Outlook

NORTH AMERICAN EVENTS
May 17-19, 2012
AIA National Convention
Sponsored by the American Institute of Architects (AIA).
Washington Convention Center.
Washington, D.C.
Contact: http://convention.aia.org
June 11-13, 2012
NeoCon 2012
Organized by Merchandise Mart Properties.
Merchandise Mart.
Chicago.
Contact: www.neocon.com
September 11-14, 2012
Construct 2012
Sponsored by the Construction Specifications Institute.
Phoenix Convention Center.
Phoenix.
Contact: www.constructshow.com

May/June 2012

October 9-11, 2012
2012 METALCON International
Organized by the Metal Construction Association (MCA).
Donald E. Stephens Convention Center.
Chicago.
Contact: www.metalcon.com

Send information
about upcoming
events to
erogers@glass.com.

November 14-16, 2012
ArchitectureBoston Expo
Sponsored by the Boston Society of Architecture.
Boston Convention & Exhibition Center.
Boston.
Contact: www.abexpo.com
March 7-8, 2013
Glass Expo Northeast
Co-sponsored by the Architects’
Guide to Glass & Metal magazine
Hyatt Regency at Long Island Wind Watch Golf Club
Long Island (Hauppauge), N.Y.
Contact: www.usglassmag.com/gene AGG

www.glassguides.com
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Continuing Education Corner

g
If your company
offers an AIA
Continuing Education
Course please let
us know about it
by emailing
erogers@glass.com.

lass and glazing, metal systems and various other
fenestration technologies are continuously evolving.
As a result it’s important for the architectural community to stay up-to-date on the most recent information.
To keep yourself informed about these many options,
why not consider some of these industry courses?

Council’s educational criteria and qualifies LEED
professionals with 1.0 GBCI CE hour.
→ www.aecdaily.com/sponsor/fenzi

Course: Selecting Insulating Glass Sealants
for Durability and Energy Efficiency
Provider: Fenzi North America
Learning Units: 1

This course provides an understanding of window
assembly U-Factor, component effects, certification
and testing methods, and specification language.
According to the company, after completing the
course participants will be able to identify five attributes affecting window U-Factor; employ at least
three design options to improve window U-Factor;
differentiate between NFRC and AAMA testing and
certification processes; draft non-defective specification requirements for U-Factor; and more.
→ www.wausauwindow.com AGG

Fenzi North America has launched a new technical training course for architects created to provide an overview of the characteristics that insulating glass sealants must provide to ensure longterm thermal performance, structural durability
and longevity of insulating glass units.
The course meets the U.S. Green Building

LUXAR® An•-Re!ec•ve

Invisible

Course Title: Understanding U-Factors
Provider: Wausau Window and Wall Systems
Learning Units: 1

McGrory Alterna•ves

Colors
Pa erns
Textures

Durable Available Cleanable

Opaque
Translucent
Laminates

LUXAR® AR—Separa!on without Re"ec!on

When!Quality!and!Lead!Time!Ma er

Invisible with industry leading 0.5% re!ec•on.
Durable quartz coa•ng protects LUXAR® AR.
Available annealed and laminated from stock, or custom
tempered.
Cleanable with glass cleaner.

Stocking An•-Re!ec•ve,
Fire Rated, and X-Ray.

Best when used in:
· Museums
· Storefronts
· Showcases
· Picture frames
· Informa•on Displays
· Projec•on Systems

·

Decora!ve op•ons to give ·
you choice on your projects. ·
·
Safe, secure, shipping
throughout North America. ·
·
Single source decora•ve,
tempered and fabricated.

800-220-3749 / www.mcgrory.com

Quickest AR Lead Time in the Industry!

sales@mcgrory.com

Laminated and backcoated custom colored
Heavy textured
Acid-etch up to ¾”
Pa"erned
Polished wire
Low-iron/op•cal

800-220-3749 / www.mcgrory.com

McGrory, the Preferred Alterna"ve!

VISIT US AT THE AIA 2012 NATIONAL CONVENTION AND DESIGN EXPOSITION
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everything
under
the sun
kawneer + traco

ARCHITECTURAL ALUMINUM SYSTEMS • ENTRANCES • FRAMING • CURTAIN WALLS • WINDOWS

From windows to curtain wall and almost everything in-between, Kawneer and Traco offer a dynamic
portfolio of high performing architectural aluminum products and systems. Now there’s a new world
of opportunity to design big and build, well, almost anything. When you have access to everything
under the sun, the possibilities are endless.

© 2012 Kawneer Company, Inc.

VISIT US AT THE AIA 2012 NATIONAL CONVENTION AND DESIGN EXPOSITION
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TRUE BEAUTY
STANDS THE TEST
OF TIME.

WHEN HOMEOWNERS CHOOSE GLASS SHOWER ENCLOSURES, THEY’RE LOOKING FOR BEAUTY, DURABILITY AND CLARITY.
They’re looking for NEW CLARVISTA™ GLASS from PPG. Clarvista glass is a high-performance product with a transparent coating that seals the glass surface
providing a protective barrier against the corrosive effects of heat and humidity typical in a bathroom. So it looks newer, longer. But here’s the really beautiful part,
Clarvista Glass was designed to look and handle like ordinary glass. Something a fabricator can really appreciate. Clarvista is even available on clear or Starphire®
glass. Learn more at ppgclarvista.com. Or call 1-888-PPG-GLAS.

WANT TO HELP SPREAD THE WORD ABOUT CLARVISTA GLASS?
ORDER OUR CONSUMER BROCHURE, COMPETITIVE TESTING ANALYSIS OR A SAMPLE KIT AT PPGCLARVISTA.COM

VISIT US AT THE AIA 2012 NATIONAL CONVENTION AND DESIGN EXPOSITION
© PPG Industries Ohio, Inc. All rights reserved. PPG CLARVISTA and STARPHIRE are trademarks owned by PPG Industries Ohio, Inc. Clarvista glass is sold subject to PPG’s written limited warranty.

